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Information Letter no. 32-2012
URGENT INFORMATION
Dear Member Federations,
please find an information for the coming season of our Cadet Circuit, prepared by our
Technical Director, Julius Kralik, and will be applicable already at this weekend’s
multiple cadet competitions. Please forward the information to the organisers!
We hope that this news is very welcomed.

1) EFC Executive Committee agreed financial assistance for the organisers of EFC Cadets Circuit
competitions as follows:
a) Small size of competitions - up to 80 fencers - financial assistance from EFC: 150 EUR
b) Large size of competitions - 81 and more fencers - financial assistance from EFC: 300 EUR
The reasoning is based on consideration of the impact of new paid EFC licence system on the
organisers of EFC Cadets Circuit competitions who are to
- provide necessary number of national referees in possession of EFC licence whilst most of them
will officiate only once - during competition organised in their country
- somehow similar is, even if not at the same scale, the situation concerning the quota of fencers
from organising country who can be of 64 but in abroad only 20 can travel (in practice it can be 30
- 35 fencers due to development of rankings).
The subsidy will be sent after having organised relevant competition when it will be clear to which
group concerned competition belongs.
2) In the context with previous point we have to inform the federations that the decision of
delegations present in Porec concerning distinction of the level of competitions at allocation of
points for rankings was adopted in agreement with Competition Commission of the EFC as
follows:
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That means that in largest competitions with more than 81 fencers from 11 or more countries the
points will be doubled whilst in competitions with maximum 80 fencers coming from maximum 10
countries the points will be allocated from the current scale of the FIE, i.e. from 32 to 1 point. That
distinction respects some comments from Porec asking not enter to big differences at this first
attempt. At the end of the season 2012-2013 the forum at the meeting with delegations at European
Cadets Fencing Championships will assess the results and can propose to continue with the same
scale or modify it for the season 2013-2014.
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